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If you are looking for the best free blogger templates, this list covers very much to use to build any nie blog. Blogger is probably the oldest blogging platform that still actively runs the web. Google Blogger has been home to millions of bloggers since 1999, but still maintains a fairly stable market share on the list of content management
platforms. Of all the known websites that run the content management system, Blogger uses 1.9% of these websites, which comes out when using 0.9% of all known human websites; thanks W3Techs.Some stick with Blogger because it is a Google product, and you can expect high security and quality standards. Others enjoy easy
blogging navigation dashboards to extract content quickly and without pain. Post navigationBlogging is one of the most noteworthy topics of the last decade. Small and large business owners have long come to this that blogging is a wonderful medium for generating traffic, additional sales, free exposure and generally building communities
around content publishers. The benefits of blogging simply outweigh the negatives because it is necessary to set one, and actually, in order to maintain one. From simple rewards such as increasing search engine visibility and branding options to things like authority, and increasing conversion rates– blogging has something to provide for
everyone. Google Blogger makes it quite easy to design your own blog the way you want it to look, you need to know only a little HTML and CSS to start, and besides, everyone is able to create their own custom blogger templates that you can share with your friends and community in general. Finding great suggestions can sometimes be
a bit of a pain in the ass, not because there is no availability, but quite the opposite – there are so many great styles and suggestions to choose from, for example, the process of finding the right one can feel far too much. We decided to try to solve this secret search of your real template by compiling a list of the best free blogger
templates that have been updated and optimized with the most updated features, widgets and code standards. WordPress Blog TemeJevelin (Most Popular) Are you interested in interfering in the blogging space? If so, you can now share your story with the whole world with the simple recruitment of Jevelin. This excellent theme is a
package full of exceptional features and features, perfect for building any kind of blog. Whether it's niche or general, even an online magazine or newspaper page, you can get them to go all the way and then do something with Jevelin. There are many predetermined demos available for you to put into the game. In addition, Jevelin also
comes with a nailing element editor that offers you a visual experience when you are doing online development work. Very favorable, really. What you get with Jevelin is slider revolution, nine heads, than 40 shortcuts, mega menu, social sharing and multiple custom gadgets. For bloggers specifically, Jevelin rocks six different layouts and
supports five different post formats. More info / Download DemoDivi Not only can blogging can be a tone of fun, but you can also make a living from it. Once you make it a favorite, you can easily uneti it and turn it into a money machine. With Divi, you can now set up a percussion blog no matter what your goal. Whether it means starting
personal, food, travel, DIY, fashion, politics, health, sports or any other blog, Divi makes sure to deliver everything necessary for a fast launch. And there's everything and everything packed in a snob to quickly create a blog. One tool that takes care of everything is of course Divi.But Divi also comes with tone extensions and other
elements for immediate integration. In addition, Divi is responsive and flexible, making sure it is directly shifted to any device. Your blog will also work seamlessly on all browsers, as well as deliver exceptional experience due to fast loading. More Info / Download DemoGillion (Trending Item) With more than fifteen demos and more than
fifty ready templates, Gillion is a tool you can use to build any blog that can be imagined. From food, lifestyle and fashion to technology, personal, travel and general news, the options are there, ready for you to take to your advantage. Gillion adapts tone of users and their picky tastes from the box with its clean, minimal and modern look.
However, all layouts can also be easily modified by WPBakery drag and drop builder. If all the good ings of Gillion were on the list, it would take forever to complete the mission. Still, here are some key you will find great value: social integration, load heads, Slider Revolution, six post formats and sticky navigation. Skip the code, touch
Gillion and start a new blogging project with the wonderful Gillion. More information / Download DemoBlogxer When setting up a blog, Blogxer will certainly do the trick. After all, you'll discover twelve exceptional homes and an additional fifteen internal page layouts in the kit. Only with these, I'm sure you'll find a look that will question your
interest. And if you want to wrap it up a little bit, so it's right to your liking, you can do it with Elementor. There is no need for code when using a powerful Elementor, as it unlocks access to the easyness of the pull and drop technique. Eight headers, five legs, live customizer, Disqus, WPML integration, Google fonts and fifteen hours worth
of free professional support, Blogxer is no joke. The tool is also optimized for search engines to help you to rank higher what translates into more traffic on your blog. More info / Download DemoBaloo Canity and Baloo minimalism make sure there is all the emphasis on your content. There are several predefined homes available for a
quick and comfortable to realize your blog. It's always the right way to use Baloo. Which means no matter what nis you'd like to enter, or even if you started a general blog with Baloa, you can do them all and then a few more. And to make things step up, you can change and change the default Baloo settings and adjust the look
completely. Drop-down menu, sticky sidebar, Instagram feed, social media icons, subscription widget for e-news, children's theme, contact format and fully responsive layout are just some of the Baloo features. Documentation, free updates and support are also part of the agreement to keep you at the top of the game at all times. More
Info / Download DemoShapely (Free) Shapely is a super powerful tool that you can use for almost any web project you would like. And if it's not a complete plug-in, you can easily improve it with your creative touch and introduce different plug-ins. At the end of the day, whatever you try to achieve with Shapely, the outcome regarding web
design will be magnificent with every attempt. The design is fully responsive, mobile ready and displays content on retinal crisp clean screens. You will need to invest very little time and energy to keep things moving in the right direction with Shapely. You can translate it, create an online store with it or a web agency website with Shapely.
Font Awesome icons, unlimited colors and hero image are just some extra shapely specialties. Download PreviewWebify All bloggers and soon bloggers out there, here's Webify. In short, you're welcome. For? Webify is a user and beginner friendly tool to launch any niche or general blog that you would like to start. The tool also contains
several ready-to-use samples that you can use immediately. This saves you a lot of time, which gives you the opportunity to start something new in minutes. After all, you don't need coding and most of the work is already done for you – what else do you need? Extensive documentation and support are always at your disposal. A large
selection of headers, footers, blocks, modules and internal pages awaits each user of the web roll. In addition, Webify is also 100% liquid, immediately changing on all devices. Your blog will work on all web browsers, retina display as well as offering exceptional capabilities and get picked up by Google faster due to SEO optimization.
More Info / Download DemoSparkling (Free) Sparkling is a clean and minimal tool with a flat design that handles any device and all modern web browsers. You can read your content from handheld devices as well as desktop computers; It doesn't bother The Sparkling One. The canvas side ideally acclimatizes to retinal screens, too, and
doesn't struggle with other technological practices. This could be search engine optimization, upload speed, and user experience. With sparkling, everything is of the highest quality for your convenience. The Web Design Sparkling is very basic, but it still appears online Professional. But sometimes these are basic and simple things that
win in the big times. These same principles also apply to online presence and you should be aware of this before building your website. The make it simple approach is always a fantastic decision. Download PreviewActivello (Free) Cleanliness and Minimalism are two essential functions of Activello. Of course, the tone is more than that,
but the two sentences mentioned make it difficult when the live preview page opens. This same look, you can sport with your website or you can use a slight change. That said, if you want to customize Activello, in all means, do it freely available. Website skin is easy to use for anyone to get the most out of this. Some of the activello
gooditors are the slider, social media icons, back to the top button, drop-down menu and even the features of the online store. In addition, Activello is ready for ads when you would like to monetize your blog and bring it to a whole new level. Download PreviewFree Blog Website TemplatesDaren The start of a blog should not be too
complicated at this time. You have all these free tools that put you on the right track. With Daren you get a wonderful design that is clean, creative and very eye-catching. It also doesn't matter whether you want to create a nile or a general blog, hell even personally, with Daren, you can do them all. The tool is in different ways from the box.
In addition, Daren includes sticky navigation, social media icons, drop-down menu, various items and a contact page. This includes a working contact form and Google Maps. To speed up the process of setting up a blogging space, select Daren and enjoy a fast and spectacular outcome. More info/ Download DemoMeranda Meranda is a
super clean and eye-catching free template for every blogger out there. Whether you'd like to start a nish or a general blog, Meranda handled them both. The design and many features are ready, which helps you save a lot of time and energy. You can also use it from the box; the result will be spectacular. You can also customize it by free
will. Meranda ziba slider, sticky menu, social buttons and fully functional contact page. If you need a quick and minimal solution for your blog, Meranda is a great starting point. More info / Download DemoAndrea Andrea is a free template blog site with a turnaround. Although the blog-style web design still has this different touch, which
makes it stand out. In addition, Andrea is very clean and minimal, so everything you post will be nice pop. Instead of stuffing your website with fancy stuff, win new readers so it's simple. Andrea loads the content on scrolling, has a sticky sidebar navigation and more. The layout also adapts to any modern device and web browser for
smooth and stable capabilities. Take action, Andrea is just a click button to download the page. More Info/Download DemoWordify To build a blog with an indicative layout, Wordify is a great alternative to choosing. It's all down to the minute of the canvas page to keep you rolling in an instant. Especially if you bathe the default look, you
can start on the Internet quickly. Have in mind that HTML template, so basic encoding skills are needed to work with Wordify.Some wordify accents are slider, top bar, drop down menu and social media icons. The contacts section also has an active form so that integration is current. Start blogging like a champion with Wordify. More
Information / Download DemoEden Eden is another thremer and jaw-dropping free template of bloggers' websites with a clean and creative look. With this approach Eden provides amazing adaptation to all kinds of different nies and industries. Layout One also works without a stopper all over the cork and devices. Thanks to the Bootstrap
Framework, Eden is highly customizable and extended as it provides first class performance all the time. One, along with the creation of the home page, also includes various internal layouts, including the form contact page and Google Maps. If you want to show your location, now you can. Connect your blog to all your social media
accounts and show the world how social you are. With Eden, you have several options to be the ideal blog for your new web project. More Information/ Download DemoStories Sharing Stories with the World is happening much faster than you think using, as the name suggests, Stories. This is a free template of blog websites that you can
employ for recipes, travel, fashion, lifestyle, personal, business or any other blog you would like to bring to your stay. Of course, you can also combine a bunch of different nies and create the perfect online space for you killer and you need to read articles. Slider, when loading slider content, animated statistics, newsletter subscription
form, social icons, and a page about it are all the other good things that stories bring. Any user of Stories can experience an outcome that will immediately trigger everyone's curiosity, making them want to learn all about your blogging project. The stories also follow all the latest trends in the current web. It provides excellent capabilities
across all devices and platforms for browsing. More Info/Download DemoKaplanKaplan is our latest blogger template and is by far the best we have released. It is mobile friendly, fast, flexible and completely free. It can be used for any news or magazine style websites such as fashion, car, travel, gossip, and much more. Download
Preview DocumentationPlasm is a creative and beautiful template style magazine that is well suited to travel, technology or any other type of news sites and blogs. This template is completely free to use without restrictions as long as your credit is the original author. Just leave your URL in your footer and enjoy the free suggestions with
superior functionality. Download Preview DocumentationEmberEmber is a clean travel and lifestyle magazine theme that you can also use for your blogs. This is Colorlib original design and code, which means you can expect the best possible quality when it comes to Blogger themes or any template website in general. Download Preview
DocumentationSimplifyOe on Facebook so we can be first to know when the Simplification Proposal will be issued. Download Preview Documentation PhotoMag PhotoMag is a beautiful, attractive, sophisticated and sophisticated free Blogger template. From here name, it's best to get behind all kinds of photo projects that you'd like to get
started. Jump in with both feet, download PhotoMag and bring in your presence on the Internet. Now is the best time to start sharing your work with the world and potentially turn what was once just a hobby, into a full-time job. The web is huge, who knows what tomorrow brings. PhotoMag has a full-screen slider with clickable text, sticky
navigation, multi-level drop-down navigation, and the ability to upload multiple posts. The photomag rock web design is dark, making your work look even more elegant and polished. Various widgets, responsive layouts and all the stacks of advanced resources are what adorns PhotoMag in order to deliver it to a cutting-edge user
experience. You shouldn't even think about when things start, because immediately it's always the best approach. Change photomag to your web space and do some damage. Download Preview DocumentationMinimalMinimal as the name means is a minimal blog theme without bells and whistles, but gets the job done and looks
absolutely stunning. This is probably my favorite theme we've created so far. Download Preview DocumentationFutureMagSe by far the best free template blogger that will take your website to the very next level. It's a simple magazine style theme with ad spaces, multiple custom gadgets, a picture slider, and a premium look. It's also a
more impressive blogger template we've also seen when viewing various premium templates. Download PreviewShutterShutter is a creative blogger photo portfolio template with a large slider area at the top. It has everything you would imagine on premium suggestions, except this one is free. How cool is that? Download Preview
DocumentationFree Blogger TemplatesPixelPixel is our latest Blogger template, which is completely free to use for private and commercial use. It offers several areas and utilities for entering ads, such as AdSense or other ads. This theme also turns out to be insanely popular with thousands of users jumping on it in the first 2 weeks.
Download Preview DocumentationGossip Gossip is a good-looking, posh and minimal free Blogger template that you can use to share your stories and pictures. It's an easy to use tool that will help you get started almost immediately. In reality, there is no need to much in relation to the development of the city and what not. Impressive
Impressive The design is there, ready and configured for you to use it and start creating it. To suit a modern web user, gossip comes fully responsive and mobile ready. On this page, your page will smoothly customize any display device, whether it's manual or desktop. In addition, Gossip is also well commented on, so you won't have any
challenges by using and editing this template. In addition, Gossip is enriched with a variety of custom widgets and full of layout options. Bring your idea to reality with Gossip and make a change. Download PreviewNewcon As the name means, Newcon is an exclusive free blogger template for online magazine and news sites. And if you're
after making a blog, boy, you've come to the right place. Newcon is a versatile and highly customizable element that will suit even the most optional users. Although it already comes with a sophisticated layout that everyone will enjoy, you can still do things your own way and customize Newcon to meet your requirements. Newcon is
responsive and retina ready, as well as optimized for search engines. Driving traffic to your site will be a little easier. However, there is a combination of fantastic website and your killer content that will really help you win the online game. What's more, Newcon has a tab menu, an e-news subscription, an error page, a handy administrator,
and is fully ready for ads. Download PreviewSora One Sora One is the perfect free blogger template for you to build online magazines with. It has content in your service, all you have to do is take advantage of it and take advantage of it to your advantage. Although a free canvas page, Sora One still has quite a lot of features that will
benefit your online space. Before all, Sora One shakes up a sointed look that will attract all your readers. Some sora one features include responsiveness, retina, mobile readiness, and fast loading speed. Indeed, Sora One is also fully compatible with all major web browsers and optimized for search engines. It has uploaded other cool
and valuable resources, such as a form contact page, social media icons, ad spots and a drop-down menu. Download PreviewNews Paper You don't need much introduction when it comes to News Paper's free Blogger template. Just by reading the name of this next tool, you already know what it is for. Of course, News Paper is banging
website skin for news paper style pages, but it can also be effortlessly changed for other projects such as online magazines. Make sure your imagination doesn't restrict you and expand your view. News Paper is a stunning and attractive free tool that comes 100% mobile-ready and SEO optimized. While things remain simple and clean,
the newspaper still has a lot of ready-made things to happen. From a customizable header and mega menu to content gadgets, personalized paginations and social sharing. News Paper is a very simple web design that you can everyone out there. Download PreviewAlpha With zero prior knowledge regarding coding and website page
You can still start your blogging career using Alpha. yes, you read that correctly. Anyone and everyone out there who is willing not only to test the water but to fully commit, but lacks the skills, can start his blog with Alpha. This is a free Blogger template with all the necessary and then something to produce the most in-use online presence.
Alpha is a super functional, flexible and expanded tool that follows all the latest technological and online regulations. You don't have to worry about any technical part, Alpha has already thought about it and implemented it into a layout. I'm mainly talking about mobile and retinal readiness, SEO optimization and browser compatibility.
You're closer than ever to your dream blog. Download PreviewBoxy Boxy is kind of a very creative and fun name of free blogger templates with a layout box. This is an item for news, magazines and website blogs that you can all create in a little while. The design is there, you may just need to fine-silence to suit your brand on the T and
you're ready to roll. Start releasing compelling and info-rich content and let Boxy do his magic and appear online in a gossipy and moderate way. Boxy has an attractive slider, drop-down and mega menus on multiple levels, fully customizable head and loads of custom gadgets. The exact page you see in the live preview, or you can
change it by free will. One thing is for sure, whatever you intend to do with boxy, the result will always be a top-notch and vauciable mobile ready hand. Download PreviewSEO MAG It doesn't matter what your niche, SEO MAG is here to serve everyone. You can write about travel, fashion, food, marketing, sports, lifestyle, name it, SEO
MAG is down to exactly the same topics that you are passionate about. All this tells you how flexible and all-around SEO MAG is. With that in mind, make sure to use it for its full potential and shine online. SEO MAG is a template that, like everyone else, is mobile and retina ready and in line with all popular web browsers. It also includes
many features such as slide, endless mega menu, sticky sidebar and widget-rich footer. And once you increase your freshly designed website to a certain amount of traffic, you can start monetizing it with integrated SEO MAG ads. Download PreviewMorpho Without a doubt, Morpho is a wonderful, sophisticated, stylish and simple free
Blogger template for anyone who is willing to start their online projects. Morpho has a very modern and refined look, which is considered modern mobile users ideal. Speaking of which, Morpho responds perfectly to working on all devices as a dream. Smartphones, tablets and desktops, Morpho is ready for everything. With its flexible
layout, Morpho makes sure that your content is delivered in a way that everyone will experience at the highest level. You shouldn't worry about Things. Morfo rehearses the latest to ensure that every visitor experiences your content and your general website in the same incredible way. But don't hesitate to decorate the look of Morpho with
your signature style and make it your own. Download PreviewEvonne For everyone out there who are in search of a super minimal and modern free Blogger template, Evonne is probably your best bet. This tool is a serious eye-candy when it comes to minimalism and frugality. On the flip side, Evonne is full of goode that will help you on
your blogging trip very much. Evonne is a bit of a mix between an online magazine and a blog, so use it for the exact purpose you want – Evonne adapts immediately! Evonne has a mobile ready layout that is compatible with retina screens and web browsers at the same time. Also, the site's skin is optimized for search engines so that
your site and your articles are sorted faster (and higher). The recommended post slider, carousels, social media buttons and Google fonts are just a few of evonne's peculiarities. Download PreviewPapermag Regardless of the type of content you would like to post on your website, it is Papermag that covers everything. This free blogger
template gives you the opportunity to hammer out the exact website you want for yourself and your readers. Not only that, but you are able to establish your presence on the Internet in a short time with little effort. Besides, Papermag doesn't cost you a dime. How cool is that? In addition, Papermag is also filled with quite a considerable
amount of resources providing a professional solution for your any-nish blog, magazine or newspaper. It is SEO and mobile friendly, alimatizes to all modern and popular web browsers and is not silenced before changes. You better check out Papermag's live preview page and see what's possible with this amazing web design piece.
Download PreviewTheBlogger TheBlogger could not go any more to the point with your name. This is a free blogger template for blogs and magazines of all nies. In fact, thanks to TheBlogger's cool and practical navigation, you can also create a genetic blog or online magazine. You can choose the topic you want to read, and all your
stunning articles will appear right in front of them. And this will, my friends, happen in a very clean and retreating way. But it's something you'll understand better only when you see TheBlogger's live preview page. This cracking site construction tool is filled with a box of features for your convenience. It comes with responsive and mobile
design, advanced SEO optimization, subscription to e-news and documentation. To turn a page into a money-making machine, theBlogger also includes predefined ad layouts. Download PreviewEveryday Everyday is another clean and creative free blogger template that matches many ideas for online blogging projects. It's put together in
a way that complete beginners and professionals can both tap into to their full potential. Nor does it to use Everyday exactly how it comes out of the box. Of course, you can improve and improve it by following your expectations accordingly. There are many features and resources that you get access to when you download Everyday for
free. Not only does it practice all modern web and technology standards, Everyday also contains a tone of additional components to ensnail the experience. Your readers will love to browse your content and want to go back for more. Take the opportunity to start something special and unlock a new chapter in your life. Download
PreviewRatio While something like lifestyle, fashion even health and beauty would work best with Ratio, you can do a lot more with it than that. This free Blogger template gives you the resources and elements you need to create a fine Internet space. It doesn't even take much work and time to have the exact page you want up and ready
to go live. With Ratiom, you will easily manage and maintain a nish blog or general news site. It's all pretty self-reasoning and very friendly for newborns. The ratio is also SEO optimized, mobile and retina ready, works untiedly with web browsers and includes a full-width Instagram feed. The minimum design ratio shows your texts and
images stunning and attractive regardless of the device they use. Start! Download PreviewWriteUp Every free blogger template that you find in this collection responds, fully adapts to all devices and WriteUp is no different. This is another impressive tool you can get at a price for free. Start using it immediately with the bat and place your
dream side sooner rather than later. WriteUp allows you many options to realize your site and allows you to change it to your liking. WriteUp has all the technical stuff in perfect order and does not require any coding knowledge. You read this correctly; easily make a blog, newspaper, or magazine website using WriteUp. It is also
compatible with search engines and browsers, as well as optimized for high-speed loading. Say your word with WriteUp and enjoy the review of satisfied readers. Download PreviewNewsLog Sure, you can use Blogger for a wide range of purposes, but it is ideal for bloggers and journalists who would like to start something themselves.
NewsLog is a free blogger template that matches news-first pages as a dream. This is an attractive web design that beautifully displays your content for readers of all levels to enjoy. In other words, it doesn't matter where they come from or what devices they use, with NewsLog, the experience is always the same amazing. Keep in mind
while you can make a free version of NewsLog for as long as you want, you can also upgrade to a premium version. Unlocks even more features and stretches the horizon of the options you have with it. However, try the water by downloading NewsLog immediately now without filling and have the page up soon afterwards.
PreviewSportsMag The main part of the free blogger templates that you find in this collection are generic, but we have some nish specific, too. However, the right thing to do is to be able to adapt everything and recruit for something completely different. Even when it comes to SportsMag, of course, you can use it for sports news sites, but
you can also use it for other niches. SportsMag focuses on readability and performance, making sure not only you, but also your guests. Reading content will be unsym with SportsMag – a key feature of a successful blog or news site. In addition, SEO, mobile and retina readiness are also part of the game, just like browser harmony.
SportsMag misses nothing and you can always upgrade to a premium version if needed. Download PreviewGlobalGlobal is taking modern to the next level, if we didn't know any better, this template can easily be confusing for a well-configured WordPress blog, it's simply so good! Immediately, on the homepage, we are greeted with a
stunning slider plugin to display your latest content, present widget posts to outline your best posts quickly, actual content pages are similar to modern media news websites where the focus is on content, and promotion of content through social media. A great mix of typography makes global contender because he is one of the best
blogger topics on this list. DownloadGlamourSo many designers make bold moves by choosing their name suggestions, but Glamour is one that doesn't actually look glamorous and makes a glamorous blogging experience for both the blogger, and the user browsing the blog, which uses the Glamour template. Slow scrolling may
intimidate some, but one look at the post page and the enchanting fluidity of typography and text is what glamour is the number one choice for fashion sites, food blogs, and travelers who want to express their thoughts in a more petite way. DownloadFabricFabric brings back the layout of 2 columns in style! The first thing we notice about
Fabric is how easy it is to navigate the home page of the latest blogs, all posts are attended with typical post images, making the home page feel alive, which is often important for blogs writing about things like tutorials, writing, lists, and other similar content. Fabric is seen as an excellent choice for bloggers who want to maintain a regular
blogging schedule, and have a design that truly compliments the variety of content without emphasizing the feeling of just one particular type. You can easily customize Sidebar to be equipped with your own gadgets and elements to better explain your strategy. DownloadKylie JoKylie Jo is a Blogger template from Colorand Code, with a
bachelorette name, but not so girly design. Features include a layout in 2 columns with right sidebar and gallery theme, which makes browsing many posts a very enjoyable experience at the same time. The sense of design is fresh by spying, but maintain that minimal sense of it. It is a very unique design in the sense of where you
capitalize on all three parts of the website, navigation, content area and leg. This will be a great theme to use on blogs, which should be used as ways to share stories, diaries, and articles. DownloadPapersheetPapersheet is another beautiful theme for writers and storytellers, a template without a sidebar that focuses on displaying all



available content on the homepage, offering readers the option of not being able to click away from when they start to get into one of your published stories. It is also light and uses a general theme of light colors to make an emphasis on written content like anything else. DownloadJohny Cassia Looking for a blogger theme that will help
inspire authority in the eyes of your readers? Look no further than Johny Cassia – the state of the art responsive Blogger theme that is clean and pull out of the box. It suits you well for foods, travelers and others in similar areas who want to use features like automatic thumbnail sizing, search engine optimization, custom error pages,
email subscription module and many others. A wide selection of fonts and exceptional typography makes Johny Cassia an excellent theme in general. DownloadBetter MagWant to implement blog magazines, although you feel like you are technically incapable of building your own style magazine? Don't worry, Better Mag covered you
forever! A fantastic blogger template magazine suitable for news sites in any area, be it health, technology or science, Better Mag will find use in any of these situations. We like the full-width head logo, which helps to make clear about your projects. DownloadPremium Blogger TemplatesSi have come to the end of our list of free
templates. But before we finally say goodbye in this post, we wanted to inform you about some other blogger templates that come from the premium marketplace. We shouldn't have to choose this because we say so, but maybe you're giving these proposals a chance to shine and see what it's really about? You may come across
something that sticks to your current desire for suggestions. (If it's affordable, why not? It's an investment in the future, and who knows what opportunities can come out of it, business people love sites that look great, it shows confidence and understanding!) BMAGPlanning to implement media websites that talk about literally everything?
BMAG is the choice for you! This template blogger, packed with features, won't let anyone hang when it comes to providing a smooth design experience. The powerful dashboard that's built in will allow you to make changes that will help you align your content better in a way that's right for your needs at this time. It is optimized with
jQuery, CSS3 and HTML5 particles to provide a professional blogging experience. DownloadOvationOvation is already popular with who want their blogs to feel more like at home. Ovations can be manipulated layout for different categories, which makes the site suitable for editorial blogs as well. Optimized for search engines. It also has
many ticker and feed gadgets that allow you to display content from external sources in an elegant way. DownloadRadja Radja is a responsive Blogspot theme for the type of blogger. It's simple, fluent and will work well for websites and blogs that talk about content technology. Radja uses AJAX and jQuery to ensure fluid transition
between the sides. It also comes with full optimization for the best performance in search engines. DownloadOliverOliver is the number one Blogspot template for photographers. No doubt it's a topic that will draw attention to your photo and that's all. You no longer have to spend hours looking for themes of a photographer; Oliver is the
one who couldn't have humiliated us more with his smooth layout and expanded list of features. DownloadMagPressMagPress offers Blogspot bloggers two different color choices for their magazine pages. These include light and dark colour schemes, powered by modern and classic features. This is perfect for a passionate content
consumption experience! What's more, MagPress's documentation is the perfect compliment to launch your own personal magazine editorial blog on Blogger! DownloadLooking for the best WordPress theme? Take it now! Nwo!
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